J-Term 2018 Schedule of Classes
January Term 2018
December 18 (Monday)
December 19 (Tuesday)
January 3 (Wednesday)
January 14 (Sunday)

First Day of Classes
Last day to Add
Last day to Withdraw
Last Day of Classes

Cost is $439 per credit, plus any applicable fees. Payment may be made through
MyNEC with a credit card or bank account or by phone at 603.428.2226. Payment
will also be accepted by mail or wire transfer.
Alternative Student Loans may be available to assist you with your J-term costs.
More information may be found at www.nec.edu/student-financial-services or by
calling 603.428.2226.
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS NOT FOUND IN CATALOG
2017-2018 Residential Undergraduate Catalog:

CJ/HSS 1230

http://catalog.nec.edu/index.php

Introduction to Homeland Security

Throughout the semester students will be exposed to the development of the Department
of Homeland Security and its overall progression since 2002. The Department of
Homeland Security and its agencies will be further analyzed throughout the semester to
show the efforts that have developed in regards to anti-terrorism efforts, immigration,
policy, and emergency management. This course is designed to provide a strong
foundation in the concept of homeland security as it has developed since 2002.

KI 3990

Insights Through Sports Documentaries

This topics course explores the exciting world of sport through video. A variety of topics,
issues, legends, and stories from the world of sport will be viewed using sports media
documentaries. Students will engage in an in-depth review and analysis of these
documentaries which detail issues, trends, athletes, teams, rivalries, games.

KI 3990

History of Skiing in New England

This online course will explore the history of skiing in New England, Including the arrival of
skiing to the area, equipment changes over the years, the social and economic impact of
skiing in the recreational communities of New England, the 10th Mountain Division and its
use of skiing in the military, and the evolution of the New England ski industry

LAS 1110

Nature vs Humanity

Through such films as Life of Pi, Into the Wild, Wild, The 33, Everest, Room, Lord of the
Flies, The Road, The Martian, Nell, and The Grey, we will endeavor to explore the
relationship between our share humanity and the natural world. What do we understand
about the natural world around us? Why do we seek it out? How do we survive it? And
what do we learn about ourselves in the process? Students will engage in critical thinking,
writing and exploration of stories that engage in humanities relationship with the outside
world, or complete separation from it.
LAS 1120
Democratic Values in a Digitally Connected World
This course is an exploration and an interdisciplinary account of human rights as universal
right and the ways in which developing technologies can and have facilitated action,
helping to reveal the inhumane and unfair practices of cultures, dictators, terrorist and their
supports, worldwide. Beginning with the principles of democratic values as articulated in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the content of this course will examine the role of
communication technologies in relation to the principle of free and open sharing of
information, necessary for ta fully functioning democratic society. Discussions will include
how social media has changed how people convey ideas of religious, social, and political
freedom, can help to mobilize resistance to shared injustices worldwide, and on-going
attempts to control and limit a people’s basic and fundamental right to know.

